15” Deep Penetrating Searchcoil
The DEEPEST just got DEEPER!

$299 MSRP 15COIL-F75

Includes coil cover a $39.99 VALUE

- Truly remarkable increase in Depth and Ground Coverage with the F75 Ltd
- Use in Boost or Cache Mode for even more incredible depth with the F75 Ltd
- Durable and High performance from the original equipment manufacturer
- A great addition to your F75 or F75 Ltd taking you to a whole new level of deep virgin ground, finding more deep treasures than ever before.

FISHER RESEARCH LABS

Fisher Finds More!

- Intuitive user Interface
- Ultimate multi-purpose detector
- True All Metal mode with Target ID
- Trigger Actuated Target pinpointing with Variable audio pitch
- Large LCD Screen with 0-99 Numeric Target Identification Display
- Magnetic Mineralization Bar Graph Readout
- Double Filter Discrimination Modes for searching in trashy areas
- Ground Cancellation
  - Trigger actuated FASTGRAB™ instant ground cancellation
- Optional arm strap available, ARM-STRAP75
- Lightest weight/Best ergonomics in the industry
- Accessory waterproof 5” DD coil, 5COIL-F75, included
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